And please remember, it IS y-o-u-r DX NEWS - not the Editor's, or the Publisher's, or anyone else's in particular - but yours - ours! The Editors and Publisher, true, do the bulk of the work, but every member should pitch in and do at least a little - and that he can do merely by sending in a Musings report, or a report to DX Down the Dial, or by contributing to the Foreign DX Digest, which has been so great this season. We have a limit of 20 pages, as you know, but we have fallen short this week, and we would like to see this publication chock full every week. Remember, there are only five more DX NEWSes in this weekly series, and then it's monthly through August. So, let's make like Show Business and close big - with five nice fat 20-agers! So, get busy now and write or type those reports to the three sections of DX NEWS!

A SUGGESTED HIGH SCHOOL COURSE

It is an old but interesting fact that about three out of four members who report in regularly to DX NEWS type! So, to those of you who are still in High School, and are right now pondering what courses you will take next semester, how about a typing course? No criticism is intended by this suggestion - but it certainly does make letter writing much easier and faster and neater, and less of a chore. We recommend this course highly - don't think it effeminate - many many men type, as witness the reports received here in Brooklyn. As we said, about ⅓ of them are typed! And, for a language, what could be more timely than Spanish? Especially if it is the South American variety as opposed to Castillian. So, there's a real fine parlay for any young school age DXer - Typing and Spanish! Ole!

So, we do want to remind you to keep your reports double-spaced, as everyone did once again in this issue, and also to remember we limit you to 30 lines in DX NEWS. Also, please use our standard abbreviations, and also use EST always. In mentioning the catches you have heard, please give the date and time, so as to help others log and/or identify these stations. And, please note - we NEED more Musings reports - please!
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Wayne V. Plunkett - 124 John Street - Weston, Ontario

With listening drastically cut since mid February, not a neck of a lot of DX heard, but here goes anyway. 2/17- SS completely along on 650 between 6:45-7 pm., no ID; ditto for 1070 and 1120. Another SS on 1190 mentioning Barranquilla - who might this be? YNOL-820 or thereabouts and JHEI-840 both good; rather phenomenal, finally heard clear five minutes stretch from CHEX-980 10-10:05 pm. This is real DX despite only being about 35 miles away as they must be very strongly directional away from here in daytime to protect CFPL. 2/20- Noticed W1W-775 coming in strongly 12:05-12:15 am, even better than WARC/WBEN at times. Had long commercial for Kellogg's Corn Flakes before fadeout. Next catch of note was on 3/24 - WCTW-1550 over CEE most of time between midnight and 12:10 am.; WRSC-1390 heard for first time on 85 at 5:36 pm.; YND-875 weak at 10:55 pm., SS under W3M-750 at same time, presumed TIX. 2/28 - WARD-1490 with good DX at 3:06 pm. 3/1- KWMT-540 weak at 7 pm; KWMT/KCHA-1580 s/off together even with CUN at 7:15 pm. 3/4- Another good night for CHUR-1570 at 11:30 pm with only slight CFRX QRM. 3/5- WTTN-1580 on top at 6:52 pm; U.S. station on 690 (not usual WWX) under CEF at 6:56 pm but couldn't dig ID. New for me KHEO-1070 with ID at 6:59 pm, #1 on 1070; not too common. KS00-1450 really dominating frequency as nil WWX (just after 7 pm); WNOC-1050 as NO WWVU; FF on 710 almost surely CKW as WOR nothing. Opera on 395 at 9:56, XEM- SS all over usual spots like 700 720 1190 and one on 800 belonging to Circuit Radiod ABC in Colombia - nobody fits here in 1961 WHR. They were way over CKW for quite a while around 10 pm. 3/7- WDBN-1570 MT heard again at 12:20 am. In the evening, still another SS night but nothing new added - most notable frequencies were 570 700 720 850 1090. 3/8- WCTW-1550 heard for first time in early evening as still on after 7 pm. 3/9- TT on 1560 after midnight but no ID; above average reception to W with CKK KOA KNX XSL all very strong. CKML nd CKOC fading badly around 1215 am but nothing new caught under them. KUTF-1550 over CEE and others at 7:10 pm. 3/10- CKRE-630 still had hockey at 12:22 am; strong TT dominating 1530 at 12:27, who? 3/11- Day reception brought WBXZ-1570 almost even with strangely weak CFOR at 12:50 pm. 3/12- Only DX show heard was couple of weak IDs from WOY-1230 under peaky WOL, however, Vermont #1 for me. Best catch was KBIG-740 testing with only 1,000: #3 3:40 am.

Chris Manthey - 21307 Maplewood Avenue - Cleveland 13, Ohio

2/11- GJOC-1220 at 2:05 am, Rs. 2/19- WNOE-1370 4-5 am had a nice DX. 2/28- WTRU-1500 9-39 pm, 3/2- WJWU-1550 3:30 pm s/off, KCA9-1330 approximately, Portsmouth O. police, 11:21-11:23 pm. WERY-1590 "The Voice of Waterbury" under WAKR 11:32. There was a strong SSB there at about midnight, so it was probably they signing off. 3/7- WZIP-1050 5:30-6:45 pm s/off. 3/12- WABY-1400 AN 3:29; WHLN-1410 s/on with SSB at 5:18. The following tests were noted: KOW-1410 V, 3:22; WJBK-1500 M, 3:27; WJKX-1380 with rr intermittently 4-4:30 am. Since my last using, no reports have been mailed except KTH and WUGS with this, and only seven veries in: QSLs: WWVA (plain card), Hawley Bldg., Wheeling, W. Va.; CFOR, 241 West 8 Street, Orilla, Ont.; GWLU (no address) CBM, Box 5000, Montreal; CBM Box 160, Winnipeg, KONA, Box 1520, Oklahoma City 1 sent an undersized form letter or an oversized QSL, either one. V1: WJET (no address), WDAK (no addresses) CBM CBW. Ch: WDAK CBM CBW (one for all CBC stations W of Lake Superior), WPAG. Folder: WPAG, Hutzel Bldg., Main at Liberty, Ann Arbor, Mich., phone NO2-6517. WJET's number is GL2-6741. CBM/CBW also sent program skeds, see DXDD. I am 100% against verifying any station for a Contest. Not only for the reasons others have cited, but it is also a useless expense for the DXers and defeats the purpose of having a Contest. Also I hope you people watch out about v/s repeats. That list helps me a lot, so isn't that enough reason for saving it? Hi. Say, if any of you wants to join the NRC (Numbekull Radio Clods) just drop Alan Taylor or me a card and we'll rocket a membership card to you. Only requirement is having had to stealthily DX in the middle of the night at least once, so if you want to be stupid, here's your chance! While I'm at it, I'd like to welcome our new member Mr. Harold Sjobotnik at KVSH. I think the relations between DXers and station personnel could be improved, so I am very happy to see someone at a station join. Here are a few things about the Cleveland stations: WJT-950 has studios and XR in North Royalton; WHER's XR is in the same place; I think KYV's is too; WDK's and WHK's are in Seven Hills, and WAEQ and WMJO have them in Cleveland proper. I'll try to find out about WCAR. I see I am getting too verbose, so I'll say '73s.

EVEN THOUGH THERE'LL BE NO VIOLINS OR PIANA - WE HOPE YOU'LL ALL SHOW UP IN INDIANA!
David Burns - Box 570 North Eastham, Massachusetts

Recent veries, WDDW-1440 WOEQ-810 WSMA-1560 WBEE-1570 WBEA-1570 WCPS-760 and KKO-1380 all v/l, only v/c WBEA-1090 after three months. Also KGER-1390 wrote saying it was they who s/off at 2:59. No verie of course, but they presumed I did hear them, Wayne P., 1440 s/off at 12:07 is WAAB, Worcester, Mass. Also, 1570 tester on 2/21 and 2/23. DX Time now limited with school coming first, 9:28 WEN-1050 (ex-WMM) = 6:53-10: A great DX, hi. 3/2- Spain-653 @ 1:15-1:45 for new country. 3/5- Figured I had XHO-800 who announced as such, but turned out to be CKNW *12:07-12:30 - wow! Paris 1-663 @ 1:30 for sixth FF; WDSK-1410 r/c @ 1:30-1:45; WG60 1470 ET 1:50-1:59, WBKN-1410 r/c @ 2:05, umm though. WCLO-1230 r/c 2:06-2:430 over all. Station testing on 1170 @ 2756 turned to be KSTT Davenport, Ia. Station on 1080 was a thriller, WWJO it was, and my 49th state @ 2:36-2:55. Alaska, where are you? L.P. on 1520 @ 3:00 ended again. I hate to say this but believe Havana, Cuba mentioned but QRM killed the call, maybe CMED. Do any of you Southern members know if CMED is on this late? With Oregon out of the way Alaska seemed tempting, so sat on 660 for a solid half hour and listened to completely nothing. Quick try to see was on 1380 was worthless with WBKN's swinging SS wrecking everything. Back to bed after short log on WSW-1490 with DX 3:45-3:55. SSS, WCIS-1280 s/off @ 6:45 and WJWJ-1570 s/off 7:01 for a goodie. Two more veries, KGMS-1380 v/l and KHAI-1090 real nice letter. Barry Cunningham says my report first from EC and most distant known reception. Big Deal! Let's go, you guys in Nova Scotia! 73s.

Pete Taylor - 2340 Pacific Avenue - San Francisco 15, California

I am hardly overworking the HQ-One-Sicks-Ty at this rate, but here goes, all on 3/12: CFOW-790 INTR DX with cw mx and plenty of promo spots and good signal logged from 3:35-3:52 when KWMV variable tune and another 1,000 cycler under them took care of CFOW. Next was KBB-1290, ex-KITO, now AN NSP and overmodulated from 4:10-4:25, the most frantic operation I've heard since KPOI. Thirdly was JOER-1140 Kyoto with LA mx and PRVA in and out, 5:50. KABM-1430 is off sometime, briefly on MAs as have noted them off around 4:15 the last two, but they come back on again later. After putting up all the cotton pickin' antennas I mentioned last week and bringing them down with coax, I find they are all about equal signal/strength wise and with no apparent differencial properties. Sign. Forget about CKB-1350 DX which was a smart move since my grandfather lives in Oshawa. Oh well, the Japs were strong anyway, hi. Finally passed the 1,000 mark with recent returns: QSLs from KCLS CFAC KGEM HOS22 (new country; v/l from CJAT KACE KFRO KVR WBRL KBET, CM from KIEF, PTs from KMET WNCW KCI KJBC KGMS KOK K1DJ; v/l from WSMA, and return letter from KCMJ signed by Case M. Jay for 1,000 veries and 1,309 reports. I have just received a Top 40 survey with about a one inch strip torn off the top, so now I have a "Survey with the Fringe on Top." I just looked in Broadcasting Yearbook and there is no "Casey M. Jay" listed under KCMJ personnel, so don't write him. 73s.

George DeGrazio - 401 Garden Street - Golden, Colorado

Recent loggings at Denver's most westerly DX den: KKJO-1550 St. Joseph, Mo., KBYU-1010 Amarillo, Tex., XDEM-1580, Hemosillo, Son., XEQR-1030 Mexico D.F., under WBE, but clear), YXMA-540 San Luis Potosi, S.L.P., CKGW-300 Windsor, Ont., local KOKS-590 Pueblo Col., WRCV-1050 Philadelphia under WNOE, KFRC-610 San Francisco, KNAK-1230 Salt Lake City (while KTVL was off), KLOU-1580 Charles Lake, Ia. (during severe fade by SEDM). Helped Mary put a new and better long wire up last weekend, and great get-together at Bill Nettler's den last Thursday - boy, is the '63 Convention in Denver going to be a winner! Be prepared for full details following the Convention in Indianapolis. Tonight (Sunday) I hope for 1Y2, and will be up late for that purpose. Bob in Billings: Sorry I haven't gotten on the stick about tapes; I'll get one made soon, OK? That's it for this musing, so saying 73s and whatever you do, have fun in Indianapolis, but don't forget Big "D" in '63! Only one verie in this week, KYA in San Francisco.

Sam A. McLaughlan - Box 26 - Gatineau, Quebec

DX has been limited lately, however other events have more than made up for it. Big event was a trip to New York City where I purchased a new Woleensak T-1515-4 tape recorder. It plays and records 2 and 4 track, 3" and 7.5 ips, so how about wording me a tape, fellows? I hope I won't have to apologize any more for my poor tapes, hi. Gave Brother Lefty a call and shot the breeze for about 15 minutes. Never did get to the Peppermint Lounge though, the long lineup and a sleepless night before combined to make bed much more inviting than twisting. One of the fellows in our quartet was persistent though, and he sure looked it the next day on the way home. DX lately (P. 5)
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(Xen McLaughlin) has been as follows: KFRO-1370-dx; heard about phone calls from Norm Pillsburg, Pete Taylor, the North Eastern, Mass. boys, and yours truly. Hi. Still haven't gotten the phone bill. Also CFIU-1370-dx; CJOB-580, WMOD-1370-dx, WHN-1050 and WBAX-1240. I'll take back all comments I made previously about WHN. It is simply WXR with a few jingles tossed in. Guess that's it for now. 73.

Stan Morris - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

3/9 - New Caracas on 1200 in good at 5 pm, call seemed to have S in it. WRH lists "La Voz de Avila," as under construction. Nice air mail verie from YSKL. 3/10- TT on 770 under Big Joe 206. CSJU-1150 AN this Am also. CFRA-860 and WGRV-820 call late 3/24, cv. WMHT-1290 Rocky Mount N.C. AN show 2:55 topping 1490. Carrier on 1570 3:30 with one or two pig squeals but no ID by 4:15. WMHT-1330 Dublin Ga. test cw, and advertisements, 4:20 am. PM, good copy on Cairo V; seemed to go off air 6:37 pm, nice strong signal from 5:30.

3/11 - WSMA-1550 ET 2:30. Tester on 1550 but no ID 3 am. 0G on 1550 most of AN. CKFH on so no chance to try for KEIL. 3/12- CSJU-1150 St. Johns, N. B. AN seven days, sigh. KTM-1460 Inglewood Cal. cw instrumentals 3:52 am for a welcome new one. Verie, WSTV and WQVA to make 102 in Virginia, 3/14- YND Managua now on S70 from 670 to stop any chance of IDing AN Colombian. 3/15- AN on 1430 seems WNEL.

Joe Brauner - Box 22 - Valier, Pennsylvania

The DX story continued from last Musing. 2/23, FF announcing on 830 kc/s. at 8 pm, no definite ID, S-2 at times. 2/25- "GGV" noted on 1490 with AN show instead of WMS? ID heard several times. WYXW-1450 seems still AN Sundays as noted again near 4:30 with NX. 3/4- WIGL-970 on 6:10 am, said on to 7:15 pm EST so maybe was on RS that early, not heard since. 3/5- WSMA-1490 dominating 1-90 ith their DX. KKHU-1550 finally heard on RS at 3:30, WBRD-1420 RS s/on at 4:00 quickly covered by WECW. WMPO-1390 strong and clear as a local on DX, two swell new loggings as a result of this morning's DXes. Also noted SS on about 800 at 3-4 am, might have been test, lots of talk and chimes, could have mentioned Caracas, but no other ID readable here. 3/8- WABH-1150 on four hour ET, 12-4 am. 3/10- WVAR-1280 s/off at 6:29 pm. Too much WYTH and WKST QH for a report. 3/11- WUFO-1080 noted on at 6:40 am, maybe SH s/on at 6:30 weak, and hard to read, unk QRMer; "TT" on at 6:50, local WYRE at 7. 3/12- WMNZ-1450 topping 1450 at start of ET at 4 am, WFFP pushing him hard. DX generally starting to show effects of milder WX, few LAs making it up here now, except Cubans, but Western DX shows slight improvement, if anything. Only two veries, card from KGBN-dx, form letter from WMPO-dx. 73.

David N. Lewis - 3429 Forest - Kansas City 9, Missouri

Important - KKEA, Mission, Kans., 1490 will verify (if your report is correct) if you send your request to Radio Station KKEA, P.O. Box 424, Kansas City, Mo. Be sure to mark it "Personal attention of Mr. Sam Davis, GM." Enclose return postage of course. WSMA-1550 thanked me for sending them a tape of their signal. KFRO-1370, the GA said the same and they would like to have a better program next year. WNGC-910 wants me to tape their next f/c. KGBN-1140 verie was noted 1/16/62 but was postmarked 3/8/62. They thanked me for sending them the tape. 3/12, batted .000 on DXes. 3/13- Stuck my dial at 1210. WCAU in the clear till WADE Wadesboro N.C. and WKNX Saginaw, i.e., s/or at 6:15 am. WADE dominated the first ten minutes, then WKNX over WCAU till WONT, Centralia Ill. s/on at 7. How do you get WAVI? KMEC-960 is sked for a strike on 4/1/62. They are said to be a long way from agreement with their air personalities. 73s.

Dallas John - 237 South Stewart - Lombard, Illinois

DX: 3/12- WJJS-1420 s/off under WREL at 1; WREL s/off 1:07; CKPK-1380 in the Telephone City s/off 1:12 over KOTA. I was astounded to find CHSJ-1150 way over KDFP and miscellaneous QRM for most of the period from 3:45 to 4:15. WREL-960 s/on with Dixie at 5; WTV-1370 found with religious program at 4:35. SS on 620 as last Monday off by 2, sounded like KEA?... No KUJ/JOY/CTW DXes heard. Took a log on WTH 3/10.

Veries: KTPT-1270 QSL for state #43, and on 3/12 QSL from KGBN showed up from 1/3 DX. WWBD-790 KKKO-1380 WINV-1550 KFYR-550 WABH-1150 v/ls, KZJP-1310 on report, as KOTA. WABH waid me was most Westerly report for the ET I heard. Who is station that s/on under WAKR-1350 at 5 with SSB, 1,000w., 430, and call like WLAB? This was on 3/12. I forgot heard WANS-1280 s/on at 5. Baseball and static are on the way back. 73.

Sam Barto - 3 Glenwood Avenue - Naugatuck, Connecticut

2/4- WPRS-1440 ET 2:00 am. 2/28- WHN-1050 3:00 pm. 3/4- WPRS-1440 f/c 1:47 am. Veries in from KENS WHQ WIRE WHW WKOX WQVA EAJ-101-872 Hilversum-746 Graz-1394 BCC-1214-1052-1038-1151. TAs very good lately. 73s.
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J. Warren Routzahn - 221 South West Street - York, Pennsylvania

J ust a short report to catch up with DX here as I go into a slowdown to get rid of a cold. Since last report verifys were received from WETS WSBP WCCF WSMA KGBS WDOW WSYH WKPR WMPO WQWA WADB. Report to XEB was just returned. I used the address in Weyrich Log but they must have moved. 2/26 - WBYX-1550 testing 3:20. WVLW f/o not heard here. 2/26 - reports to KKII-1550 and KGBS-1020 on RS. 3/3 - KENT-1350 s/off 1:05, then some welcome f/cs: WSHH-1550 WKFR-1420 WDOW-14:00 WMIC-1590 through WAXR. These first Saturday. 3/5 - WABH-1150 on ET, then nice tests from WSTM-1490 and WMPO-1390. 3/12 - I tried KGBS-1020 but no luck and found CHSJ here now AN. WATAR-790 ruined chance of CFCW here. WKOW-1420 still s/on 4 am. That's the grand total here and not much to talk about. Getting pieces together to put my TV antenna up again as it came down in recent snow and wind storm. Very wet snow clung to everything and quite a few antennas and wires were the victims. 73s.

Rob Karchevski - 188 Marlborough - Boston 16, Massachusetts


Arthur V. Bjork Jr. - 31 ryman Avenue - Medford 55, Massachusetts

Thanks a bunch to Murray Mann and Alex Bowah for sending me surveys. The request is still out, however, so any others who have extra surveys, I'd appreciate it very much if you'd send me some. All letters will be answered, and included will be a brand new WHIL Top 30 Survey. That's right, "WHIL. They no longer play tr, but they still publish surveys. DX of late: 3/9 - YTLT-820 "Radio girl Miranda" at 9:30 pm. 3/10 - KTHS-1090 2:00 s/off. WM 3/11 - WLEA-1580, test 12:56 am.; KPMO-1550 1:23. MM 3/12 - WKGB-1340 3:29 am; WGBS-710 3:51; WSTL-1550 5:00; "Radio Tiempo" 740 (anybody know who they are?) 5:07; and WGER-1510 5:31 s/off. No DXes, but unn WJOY. To any fellow WCO and AMbers, believe it or not, WCO was off and on WM 3/12, so what do I do? I forgot about 5:00 s/time and struggle to get WGER through the resulting mess at 5:30! Sounded like WCO had some XR trouble (Ia ha ha!). I hope it happens next Monday too, hi. To any of you who have loops, I'd appreciate some help on how to build one. Also, where do I get a WYH, and for how much? 73s and I hope to hear from some of you!

Doug Murray - 277 Portland Street - Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

DX here since last report - 3/1 - WNLG-1510 7-8 pm. 3/10- KPMO-1560 s/off at 2 am; KEX-1440 reported, KONO-860 reported (both heard last year but no reports), KKII-1550 at 2:05 am, 11/3 - KTHS-740 11:08 am and KOMA-1520 reported 12/3 for third time. Also 12/3 WXJO-1250 DX, reported WUPO-790 and WYIR-1270 also. 12/3 - WTRB-1570 testing at 1:43 am with band mx. New veries: GCJBS-1270 with a QSL. That was my third report and leaves me one N.S. to verify; WKFY-1370 CKDM-730 CSL, BEO-Scotland-83, WTLG-1510 WGO-1470 WSM-1550 WWIP-1310. Does anyone know who on 1520 was playing albums on 12/3 with no IDs on top of KOMA? Contest points here have reached 149 with a fair number expected yet. Veria total, 347. 73s.
All of a sudden things started happening around here, and three major events have evolved since last issue. First and most important, L.A. was jolted on 3/15 to the fact that KRLA, our 50kw outlet of rr, had its license rejected outright by the FCC. The reason: KRLA for the last three years has been owned by an alien, who had registered illegally as an American, in direct violation to FCC rules. The station has been given until 4/16 to "wind things up" and after that must never return to the air! Of course KRLA will appeal the whole matter in court, which will keep them on the air two or three months longer, but there appears little hope for the present KRLA and its owners. Second, it's official! Lynwood has been proclaimed one of 11 "All-American Cities", standing out as a brilliant example against the corruption of adjacent Los Angeles. Our two local newspapers proclaimed the matter with 5th headlines, and a week long celebration is planned with dancing in the streets, banquets, movie stars, and a "first class orgy." (?) LOOK magazine of the week of April 2, appearing on the stand in late March, will feature the "All American Cities" including Lynwood. Don't miss it, men! Thirdly, thanks to Larry Schwartz, Randy Lee, and "The Duke" (not an NNC member) for the excellent time in San Diego on 3/9-10. This was the first official meeting of the SCALD (Southern California DXers), organized in response to the BALD. We visited Tijuana and obtained veries from XEXX XEC as well as dropped by XTRA and XEMO. XTRA's exact power is still uncertain, but we're quite sure now that it's more than 50kw. While in "TJ" I really appreciated my American citizenship for the first time. Sorry to consume so much space on non-DX, Ernie - I hope to have some decent DX next week.

Carlon Howington - 13830 Greenland Avenue - Uniontown, Ohio
2/21 - K56H-1270 on f/c from 1:51 to 2:05. 2/22 - WFL-1270 on f/c-TT from 1:42; on till 1:59; KG1-1430 on f/c-TT from 1:00-1:05. 2/22 - K5E6-1480 on ED from 2:15 till 2:44. 2/22 - K66Y-1270 on f/c at 1:02 with TT; K66V-1800 TT at 2:00-2:15. WNL-1290 on FT/TT at 2:22, IDs every minute and new WABH-1160 ET at 2:31. I locked up Deerfield on the map and population was 300. 2/25 - WFL-1330 at s/on 6:30 till 3:51. 2/26 - K56D-1380 at 3:03 till 4:00. 2/27 - WRL-1330 on top at 7:03 pm with 25kw, then WWL took over at 7:15. 2/28 - K56K-1570 on a three minute f/c at 1:30 and WEBA-1590 on f/c from 6:50-7:00 am. This is fourth Wednesday not third Wednesday as in list. 3/3 - WDEN-1570 s/on at 5:00 in clear, then WAF54570 s/on over WDEN at 6:17. 3/4 - KGII-1380 f/c TT at 1:04 and KGFL-1430 on f/c-TT at 2:12. 3/5 - KGII-610 on f/c at 5:19. USW-1490 good signal on DX at 3:45 and on till 5:00, then RS. WMPO-1390 good signal (only 150 miles from here, hi). 3/7 - WTVB-1590 on f/c-TT from 1:01-1:16 over WAKR on Zenith transistor. In PM, WNGO on top of 1320 till s/off at 7 pm, and KPCA-1580 from 7:01-7:14 s/off. 3/8 - "THI-1480 f/c-TT from 1:05-1:13 am, and KOTE-1250 f/c-TT from 1:16-1:28. 3/9 - K56J-1250 f/c-TT from 2:13-2:30, WLIQ-1360 f/c-M/TT at 2:23. 3/12 - WOKX-1240 TT from 1:16-3:00 and later, K66G-1400 on f/c at 2:03, WJOT-1230 weak on DX but not enough for a report. On 1420 heard some MX at 5:03-5:25 but no ID so not sure if KU or not. 3/12 - WCMA-1490 on f/c at 1:55-2:30 and KCHB-1350 on f/c-TT/M from 1:31-2:22 over and under WADC. 3/15 - WBBE-1570 from 6:55-7:00 s/off. 3/16 - WECK-930 f/c-TT from 12:16 to 12:26, WHNS-1360 f/c at 1:46, WHLW-1240 f/c-TT from 2:16-2:15 and WEDC-1320 f/c-TT from 2:15-3:31. Veries coming in fairly well with 80 in February and 45 so far in March. Received QSL from 1ZD-1000 and it looks like it came by row boat - v/s! name was washed out. 1ZD was verie 43 from New Zealand and still have report out to WTA-780. My total to date is 1,578 stations logged with 996 verified. Some better frequencies, 900 kw/s with 19 veries, 990 with 26, 1440 with 23, 1650 with 23, 1560 with 18, and 1570 with 32 verified. Hope to make the 1,100 mark in veries by the end of the season but that is a long way, hi. 3/16, received another letter and schedule from KEDJ-700. 75.

Don Pietzch - 317 San Fernando Way - San Francisco 27, California
No DX at all lately due to midterm exams, but hope to be back at the dials soon. I wish to excuse myself for the gross errors I made in my Musings in the 3/10 issue. All times should be am rather than pm. Guess I really had Pete Taylor guessing for a while on this score. Veries of late include v/s from K560-810 and K5KUW-920 and v/s from KUPD-1050. Heard Pete Taylor last weekend with show on local FM station KFEN. Well, that's it for now. 75s.

THIS IS A CALL FOR MORE MUSINGS! REPORTS. BOYS. UP TO THIS POINT, PLUS BOYS ON THE NEXT PAGE, ARE ALL WE RECEIVED HERE IN BROOKLYN THROUGH MONDAY 3/19, ONE DAY BEFORE OUR TUESDAY DEADLINE. WE'LL BE WEEKLY UNTIL 4/28 - LET'S MAKE IT WEEKLY, NOT WEEKLY!
Sure miss P.K. and XERF, as you will see. 3/6- All 1570, KMIR Winnemucca, La. f/c- TT 5:30-5:45 am; WDEM Westfield, Mass. s/on 6:00 am with "Radio Paking" time signal over- riding (believe harbin station); WFLR Dundee, N.Y. s/on 6:10 am; WHOT Campbell, O. s/on 6:30, ID as Youngstown and giving WRED-FM call; WAPL Appleton, Wis. s/on 7:01 am; KNOD Fairfield, Iowa s/on 7:15. Also noted unm CKNX s/on 6:27 am and CGBY s/on 7:05. 3/9- Again all 1570, two new ones, both 250w, in WPTW Pique, O. ID, ET 5:02 am and KERI- Brinkley, Ark. f/c- TT 6:00-6:16 am. Also heard WDEM s/on again at 6:00 am, stronger than previous Am, and gave KERI fits. Also heard WAFS Amsterdam, N.Y. s/on 5:16 am; previously reported too, but unverified. Oriental on about 833 kc/s, before 7:00 am until well after 8:30, may have been mainland Chinese, but no typical time signal, so if possible if "Sajion FM" Vietnam. No EE heard, nor ID as in WREB, but nevertheless an "inquiry" by tape is off. 3/10- About fell off my chair when CHUK-1060 Toronto Ont. Ided atop all at 3:12 am, for a long wanted station! XERR-1480 Santa Maria, Cal. ID as ET at 3:32 am. WRSJ-1560 Bayamon, P.R. s/on 4:32 am. at best level yet heard. 3/11- Back on 1570, WPAP Fernandina Beach, Fla. ID in NX at 6:46 am (not s/on) for most distant domestic on 1570; KNBY-1570 Marysville, Kans. ID at 8:28 am. (again, not s/on). Veries, YouTube-TS-1550 WCDL-1440 and surprise, XERFM-650! Well, this is quite a DX season drawing to a close; opening 1570 a big shot in the arm, plus CP CX far superior to any year in my experience. Veries will tell the tale from here on out as to whether I will consider 61-62 as my greatest year of DX? 3.

John Olfield - 11623 84 Street - Edmonton, Alberta

2/25- CKRD-350 on a test from new studios till after 4:30, mx. Also noted KONO/SS but no IDs so not logged. Logged WREB-580 5:01 am. Noticed that Cuban in EE again after KQFD-730 faded - is this CBGA? Got unm KOFI (Coffee) 930 NX again during CJCA pattern change. Logged KONY (Coin) 970 3/15, taped over 910 slop. Verie from XERD, '45 for- eign. Gee, too bad about XERF. Ernie, believe your album was on CHUB as I've heard some real good Dixieland there. (Much too loud, John - above 8-9 -ed.) Letters from Maurice, Frank and Fran, and will answer every letter as soon as exams are over on 3/28. Maybe some DXing, too. Extra surveys here. And, CJCA may have LI's this sum er, and thanks for surveys. Our 35° below cold snap has ended - up to 45 again. I hope to report more often with something to report about. Be cool, and don't wear out 1570. 73

Mike King - North Eastham, Massachusetts

3/17- Noticed XERR on again. Tried for KFM1's 500 DX but too much WDAK. I'll try a gain tonight. To anyone who hasn't heard WREB-760 Portsmouth, N.H., their studios turned down about ten days ago. Well, here's to DX: 3/1- WAGM-950 at 7:05 pm. 3/3- WTPX-1310 s/on at 8:05 am. 3/5- W600-1470 at 1:07 am, WSER-1490 DX in poor, WQON-1380 and WGUI-1380 in as they signed on. WCIA-1580 at 6:43 am, WTNH-1580 at 6:55, WELH-1570 at 6:59 pm, 3/7- WOOG-1570 at 10:10 am, WPBC-1580 on, W50-1590 at 6:29. 3/12- I hadn't planned to DX. WCOF was off so got CHSS-1150 at 2:07 am, CKSL-1290 at 3:00, then gave up with the QEN. Veries have been coming in good lately. Newsies are WMD KVI WREL CJOH WSTA WBCW WJHS WLSA WAPA WPX WRS WIZX CLOY CKY WCBS CFCN KUPD KTVN WNASA WTNH WISO WAPA WPX and on top it off, KONO and KOMA. CLOY KOMA ZONC CFON WTVI WPB WAPF WPX WAPA WMD KVI were w/OS. The rest w/ls. KUDP is probably one of my best veries. Does KIMA vefify? Inq running low so will say 73s.

J. R. "Pat" Reilly - 623 Spring Street - Jamestown, New York

WAPA WPFR HJAN (back in nine days) and a swell pennant, WERL are the new veries back this week. 3/12- Unk on 1560 with SS mx but no ID, 2:15 to 2:40 when I quit. 1590, Ti atop WAKR on 1590 but no ID most all morning. WEEL-950 ET at 2:48 for new call. No chance of hearing CFCW on 790. WBNX-1380 at 3:40 with SS mx until WGS came on and drowned them out. 3/13- WNTA-970 off air at 3:02. KNBY-1290 behind WADO on a test at 3:15, a new call but never answered two earlier reports. 3/14- XETRA NX atop 690 at 2:48. 765 had SS at 2:50 to after 3:25 and last letter of call was either M or N, mentioned Mexico often and Sacramento. Has anybody deciphered the tone AN on 1570 yet? 3/15- CSB5-1577 at 3-5 at 2:24 to 2:55 when I quit. EKDL-1560 f/c at 2:39:30 to 2:55 for second month at this time and day of week. Didn't hear sked KPCA or WMA f/c as listed in list. TT on 1550 most all morning, but no ID near at all. 3/16- WIX-940 test new 5kw, XR at 2:36. Unk on 1280, 3:44 until 4:19 when they announced as testing and only ID was at 4:19 but very bad static burst drowned out their call and city.
I'm sure everyone was assassinated as I Friday 3/16 when XERF returned to the air. Evidently Paul Paul paid the government off, darn March 9-10, SCAD held its first meeting. Frank, Randy and myself took a little visit to TJ town. There were obtained verities from XERF-1310 (who speak very good EE) and XEXX-1420 (who do likewise.) We also saw the XAs of XEXM/XEAU/XETRA. XEXM has a 400' tower, but the studio is nothing more than a shack. I won't advise sending the CE, because he doesn't speak very good EE and isn't at the XR half the time (we saw him at XEKK!) At XEAU-1470, the guy promised us verities, only they didn't have any letterheads! Get the hint and send to Chula Vista. Their tower is nothing more than a pipe in the ground. And the allmighty XETRA - two massive 350' towers, water cooled. XR has 50kw. "High level" on it. The guy admits running over 50kw, by a few kw. But when I said 70 he blushed, hi. He says XETRA paid "Xterra" for the calls and power, and that CEU is complaining because they are interfering with CEU's PRIMARY coverage area. I have Mexican stamps for those who want 5g each. DX: 3/5- KQO-990 s/off 4, KELL-1430 4:30 AN; WSTD-1300 s/on 5 with SSB. 3/12- KEK-1340 r/c, KIVN-1400 test 3:16, CFW-790 NNNR DX; 4YA-780 4:4-30, 1YY-830 same as 4YA; 2TC-630 4:30-5; WMOC-1460 my best domestic DX with KTPF on! Aussie on 820 behind WFWA's TT, but WFAA mined ID when they declared. 3/18- KFMB's DX very disappointing; KELV-1450 s/off 2; ??? who is on 1440 with gospel mx from 505 with Sunrise ?? (from 5-10 EST). Please help! Calls W-E. Verities: WMOC-1400 (five days) WSVV-1570 KELT-1340 WBB-710 VOR-710 (SUI) KTAI-1570 (SUI) KFMB-540 and WISO-620 v/f. Who's got a verie from KFMB-1320 V is please. 73s.

Francis H. Mittler - 2634 South Josephine Street - Denver 10, Colorado

Not too much DX this week but here is what I heard: MM 3/12. Very noisy so didn't add too much. TATC-900 Gaylord, Mich. heard on r/c for another report as didn't verify for January 2/c. CFW-790 Camrose on already at 3:15 for their NNNR DX and a very good signal here with nice program. KGOR-1350 San Antonio logged at s/on at 3:00 in SS and then saying, the Rosary in in Spanish. This one also reported way back in 1555 but no verie. 3/15- KHUM-1580 Santa Rosa, Cal. heard on ET/M 3:30-4:00 with 9-9 signal for welcome catch in my favorite state. Also evening of 3/16 heard KDKR-1220 Pomona s/off at 9 pm but not enough for a report. 3/17- Added a goddfone in HOC-1440 Colon, Panama on RS 4:3:5 with godd signal at times. Couldn't catch slogan but Panama mentioned a lot and at one point gave frequencies of 1440, Colon and 1500, Panama City and a SW frequency for Panama City so apparently the one on 1500 carrying same programming and perhaps AN. Verifies really slowed down with only three in this week from WMPO-1350 dx v/f, WSVY-1230 v/1 and v/q from CFWV-1250. Got a telegram from CE Bruce Macleay at KBTK-920 saying they changed their minds and would run with their 500w. directional on their DX rather than their daytime power but too late to notify DX NEWS. Enjoyed visiting KBEH-800 with my brother Maurice and Mary Robins yesterday and we picked up veries for ourselves and a few other NNC members they hadn't verified for. Also, enjoyed visiting with member Murray Mann of Omaha last week and hope he decides to stay in Denver. Best of DX to everyone and remember Denver in '63. Oh yes, another new logging on 3/12 was JOLF-1310 Tokyo briefly at 4:35 before an oc took them out. 73s.

Len Krussel - 1875 Glen Oak Street - Dubuque, Iowa

The latest DX at this den included the two fine NNC DX Tests on 3/5 from Stations WSW-1490, Valads, N.C. which was heard despite interference from ATers KEBN/XTOP, and WMPO-1390 fiddleport, 0. about equal to AN KESC. The third logging on 3/5 was Station WAPS-1570 Amsterdam N.Y. with its RS s/on and programs for first 15 minutes. Then on 3/6 Station WBSG-1350 Blackshear, Ga., was heard with its r/c-TT from 2:10-2:25 am, with some WACD QRM. The brand new WABH-1150 Deerfield, Va., was heard with B'Ts on 3/8 from 3:30-4 am with QRM from OKC's AN program. The final logging was on 3/17 when the new KTEX-390 Minneapolis, Minn., was heard with B'Ts with QRM from AN XETRA, This is a new SW DX station for the Twin Cities. Also on 3/17 I noted the AN'er on 1570, none other than XERF, has returned! As for recent verifications, v/f s from VCOR KELI WISO KRHM XTRA WMPO-dx WABH. This brings my total veries just one short of 3300 mark!

Bernie Duffy - 77 Livermore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York

Anyone needy a Connecticut station should look for WMOC-1510 New London the early Monday hours of Mondays, when they're in the clear - they now operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 3/17, I logged KJPH-1550 Canyon, Texas, atop KKJO, at 3:00-3:10. WITO, Frankfort, Ind. is my only recent verification.

WE NEED THESE REPORTS, MEMBERS: LOOK HOW SKIMPY THIS WROTION IS THIS WEEK! WHAT SAY
3/17 and SS-AM 1570 with Rio Pecos cigars for I peso 20 centavos, and so XEF greeted St. Patrick who stood helplessly by. (Me too). That TTER on 1350 through WAVY/WADC at 3:15 said UCBA, N.Y. (most likely was Corning). 3/14- Took WSTL-1500 Eminence Ky. RS, I believe they s/ on 5 am, but QSL QRM is then; WMCR Oneida N.Y. signed at 5:11 and WERB at 5:31:30, WYKE (ex-WDNS) AM topped 1400 kcs. 3/13- Had 'experimental period' test by New Castle Ind. and WCTW used M and numbers (1-10) on 1550, while WLLY RS did come out 5:320 and then fought WTTQ who signed at 5:31. 1670 started the mx at 5:53 and ET by most likely WTRB Ripley Tenn. (I couldn't get location, WDEW had 00), WDBR s/ on 5:59 and WATS at 6:16, then WFLR at 6:30 and CFOR takes over at 6:30 am w/ mention weekly 5:25 am-11:30 pm, Sunday 7:25-11:30 as RS. It was full day then and surprised by WEND-1500 Ebensburg Pa. s/ on at 6:33:30 and kill till 6:46. (Hope they'll answer this time). 3/12- Unm WJOY-1230 DX program. 3/11- Loud KNBC-880 at 4:30 am said "This test is operated for Conselrod in the interest of National Civil Defense". WAPS AN didn't show till 4:44 am. On 1550 a TTER was WSSA with test. v/1 by WHEL-730 Warren Center Mo. (remote studio, Troy, Washington and St. Charles) for 8/6/51 with 500w. says now 1,000w. RS on the modified 250w. Gates Xi; no r/c, skeds: March 6:15-6:15; April 5:30-6:45, May 4:00-7:15, all CST. V/1, CM by KBI-1570 Box 71 (studio, 212 West Cedar), Brinkley, Ark., Tri-County Broadcasting Co., has only 96w. XR to prevent 1570 QRM, Sunday sked 7 am-6 pm, weekly March 6:15-5:15, April 8:00-6:30, all CST. V/1, CM by WMPQ-1590 Box 71, Middleport (Pomeroy) Ohio for 3/5 DX. SM was cleared with reports. They intend going 5kw., for March and April, s/on weekly 5:55 am, Sunday 7:25, March s/off 6:33 pm, April 6:53. 73 and a test in my beer for 1570

Norman H. Fillisbury - R. D. 3 - Jamestown, New York

Veries are: WMCN-1560 seven days, WMPQ-1390-dx-6, WDSK-1410-9, WYIT-1570-13, 3/12- WBBM-780 test at 5:30, no KJJU-1420, WWTAR like a local so no CFCW-790. WJOY-1230 rough but copyable. OKLB-1350 not sure. Nice going on Montana, Dick. Little to report, as little DX. 73.

Allen L. Misen - 265 Beverly Hills Road - Fort Lee, New Jersey

No new DX to note, but I've noticed that old pal Paul Kallinger and XEF is back. I heard them every morning since Saturday, 3/17. Still the same type of programming (including the lon commercials). They now give their mail order address as R.O. Box 1122 Del Rio, Texas," What happened? I thought their license was revoked. How come they're back on the air? Local WADO-1230 is now full time and silent 1-5:30 am on MMs. Also, WHN-1050 silent 1-5 am MM, WOR-710 has also been silent 1-5 am for the past two MMs, 3/12 and 3/19. That's it for now, NEW JERSEY in '54!

Ernie Cooper - 438 East 41 Street - Brooklyn 26, New York

After reporting on receipt of a foreign v/q from HOS22 in last issue, I have since added three more foreigners and one new country to boot, in, first, Radio Apintie-820, nice letter in ER, plus v/q from CB73-4x and a nice v/1-S5 from TIRU-1500 they say, and 1505, I say. Also KBI-1560 with CM. Yes, it certainly has been - and still is - a wonderful DX season! 3/12, SSS- WBVM-1550 logged 5:50-6 pm s/off through WBOF. Earlier, around 4 pm, unusual reception on 1550 with a mixture of WBAZ/WTTQ, to hours before SSS! Then on 1330, 6-6:15, we heard four unms - WESP/WASA/WHAZ/LAT, the three daytimers mixing along with very much needed and often tried-for WELF, Bellefonte, Pa. heard under them all at 6:15 off. 3/13- Unm WELT-1330 ET/MS 2:10-2:30 and on. 3/15- Surprised at SSS to hear on 1150, WINS, Lehighton, Pa. signing off over WHAB, also going to be on, both at 6:3:0 pm! I hadn't known they were on yet! Not enough for report, though. 3/17- New KTRC-950 ET with cw mx really booming in on a morning when Western reception was very fine, 2:02-2:50 and on, way on top of WTX/R/EXTRA here for an easy and pleasant logging. Who was playing "Finlandia" on 1390 at 2:34 almost even with AN WBMP? Uninterrupted TTS on 1360 and 1440 on and on and on. SSS, WQVA-1530 heard for second try for a verie, easy at 5:30-6:00 pm. 3/18, SW - Unm WAYS-1550 also s/on 5 am Sundays as well as weekdays. WVAL-1330 a new and easy one with QRM from the Cuban Minute Men, CMGC, on RS, s/on 5 am. Sundays with cw show, and heard them say they had been heard in Massachusetts. Mores? Karchevski? King? Burns? Janicki? Who? 6:15 am on 860, Broadway tunes, but unID, perhaps WAEY? Then parked on 1030 at 5:29 to avoid the s/on of WDEW, when WTCO's OC came on, and I thought that was it for WDEW, but we come through the OC very nicely with Negro fakiers programming for fourth set of calls for this fun. WAKO-860 also noted s/on 5:30 SUs, programming very similar to WDEW, and AN WFCN's too at the same time on 940. 3/19, AN SS unID, 1450, who?
Also moved to 647 Kcs, on Spain, to Tokyo, Japan, to Frankfurt, West Germany, and Maracaibo, Venezuela, 2/10 2320-2350, classifical music and Spanish. On 2/23 1825, ID 1824, talks by man in Spanish. Is it San Sebastian or Seville? (SB)

Also recent sent detailed log to Iceland, asking if it were their broadcast, but they replied saying their Sunday s/off is 1930, not 2000. A disappointment, because I know I had
Iceland at 1915, but apparently missed the s/off during a fade, and what I copied were unannounced musical selections from Barcelona, who signed at 2000. So take care: Be sure the station at the beginning of the log is the same heard throughout. (BD)

***

Damasus, Syria, same program as 665, Arabic and music. (RP)
Aleppo, Syria, definitely a man in Arabic at 0037, signal off at 0100, 3/4, corresponds to WRH sked. (SB) EEU says location is Aleppo, but also Alexandria, Egypt, on this freq., so be sure who you hear.-FV

***

Timisoara, Romania, 2/11 2046-2100. (SB)

YSKL Verie letter in signed by Jose Bejarano Reyes. (RHM)

CSA3 Lisbon, 2/10 at 1659; 2/7 at 1713, 2/9 at 1740. 2/22 at 1704, 2/20 at 1724, and 2/23 at 1740. (SR)

TIW San Jose, Costa Rica, usually throws good loud signal above WABC, logged 2/18 at 2033. (SB)

CSB-9 Miramar, Portugal, which has been heard nearly every evening this season, completely obliterated WBBM (780) for two hours on 3/13, 3-9 plus signal. (BD) Logged 2/9 1734, 2/8 1715-1830, 2/7 1713, 2/10 1658-1900, heard nightly from 1700-1930 or later. (SB)

Jordan, heard at 0200 GMT with Arabic. (RP)

***

Andorra, 2/25 at 1738, 2/23 at 1740, usually in Spanish, sometimes French. (SB)

Cairo, Egypt, 2/29 news 1835-1840, Arabic music to 1845, excellent signal. (SB)

YVLT Los Teques, Venezuela, 2/23 1811 with ID, 2/22 1814. (SB)

Tetuan, Morocco, 2/10 in Arabic, s/off at 1900. (SB)

YNOL Managua, Nicaragua, 2/20 2237, definitely on this freq. (SB)

Castries, St. Lucia, 2/18 at 1910, usually heard in French around 1745. (SB)

RTF Nancy, France, 2/11 0006-0114, 2/10 2359, 2/25 at 0102. (SB)

Saigon "B", Vietnam, tentative reception 3/9 before 0700 till after 0930. Very possible this was China (840) but no typical "Radio Faking" time signals. On the other hand, no English nor IS as shown in WRH heard, so all I'm certain is that it was Oriental and strong. (RHM)

HJST Santa Maria, Colombia, 2/11 at 0045, 2/25 0100, 2/19 2324, 2/20 2000. (SB)

RAI Rome, Italy, 2/10 1735-1840, 2/5 1806-1900 with classical music, operatic singing, IDs, band music, 2/23 1810, 2/24 1816, 2/25 1738, 2/20 1740, 2/22 2145. (SB)

WHDH Boston, good signal early February. (RP)

OAX4A Lima, Peru, 2/8 2000 ID and music, 2/6 1845-1855, 2/19 2341, IDs as "Radio Nacional del Peru". (SB)

RTF Paris, France, 2/9 at 2357, 2/25 0102 in French. (SB)

PJC2 Netherlands Antilles, 2/10 1807 classical music, 2/8 1744-1830, 2/23 1609, most nights around 1810. (SB) (SB)

HRUC Tegucigalpa, Honduras, around 2200 and after very strong.

Tehran, Iran, weak signal, but still readable. (RP)

Baghdad, Iraq, good signal 0630-0100 in Arabic. (RP)

HJCS Bogota, Colombia, fair signals with nostro 3/5, 0505-0520 for report. (PT) Logged every evening from 1800 on. (SB)

GJON St. Johns, Newfoundland, audible 2330 2/24 good till 0030. (RP)

YVQT Curucapana, Venezuela, 2/19 1830, either them or XEQ logged around 2200. (SB)

HCDE2 Guayaquil, Ecuador, 3/10 2143-2233, played piano music, good clear signal. (SB)

RTF Toulouse, France, 2/7 1715-1730, 2/9 2356, 2/9 1707-1802, 2/11 0006-0215, 2/10 2359, 2/10 0203, 2/10 1711, 2/8 1714, Logged good signal every evening 1700-1730 or later. (SB)
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963 EAJ929 Madrid, Spain, 2/9 1635, 2/7 1732-1900, music 1817-1818, operatic music 1831-1834, ID 1831. (SB)

965 HOB33 Panama, 2/25 0200-0212, Spanish talks and music. Are they All? (SB) (Don't know anything about them-FV)

966 YNLU Managua, Nicaragua, logged nightly giving WELI heck. (SB)

975 TIRS San Jose, Costa Rica, logged nightly from 1800 on. (SB)

982 HJES Cali, Colombia, logged from 1830 on. (SB)

998 **** Kishinev, Moldavian SSR, 3/4 1904-1911. (SB)

**** "Radio Andorra", 2/7 1732, 2/10 1711-1800, 2/8 1743-1800, 2/8 1904 still on. (SB) Also 2/23 1750 very good signal on most evenings. (SB)

1000 YNVM Moron, Venezuela, logged some nights from 1730 on. (SB)

PMK9 Sao Paulo, Brazil, in for a little while over YNVM on 2/25 at 2136. (SB)

1005 TICCN San Remon, Gosta Rica, 2/10 at 2317, and definitely on here, as heard several other nights. (SB)

1007 RNE Malaga, Spain, 1702-1710 on 2/10. (SB)

1010 WINS New York, good signal at 0000 GMT on 2/24-2/26. (RF)

1015 YSC San Salvador, El Salvador, 2/25 1922, 2/19 2322. (SB)

1016 RNE Madrid, Spain, 2/8 1715-1725 with classical music in Spanish. (SB)

1025 **** Spanish speaker heard here from 1700-1800 or later most nights. EAJ8? (SB) EAJ8 San Sebastian is on here-FV

1034 GSB2 Portugal, 2/9 1704, 2/7 1658, 2/10 1657-1840, 2/8 1711. Logged almost every night for the past few months from 1700 on. (SB)

1035 4VE New 10 Kw. transmitter expects to be on the air sometime in April or the first of May. (WRF)

1040 TGXA Guatemala City, Guatemala, 2/22 at 2320. (SB)

1043 **** Oujda, Morocco, 3/4 1835-1900, man and woman in Spanish, played records and s/off at 1900. (SB)

1050 JOAR Nagoya, Japan, to move here from 1070. (PT)

JOFB Hiroshima, Japan, to move to 1070. (PT)

1061 **** Norte, Portugal, 2/22 1734 and 2/20 at 1723. (SB)

1060 GBA Sackville, N. B., S-8 signal like local. (RF)

JOAR Nagoya, Japan, to move to 1050. (PT)

JOFB Hiroshima, Japan, to move here from 1050. (PT)

1075 TIFC San Jose, Costa Rica, 2/19 2321 and 2/24 2306. (SB)

1088 BBC Droitwich, England, 2/8 at 1700, 2/10 0155, 2/23 0202, threw strong signal against 1090 killing WBAL in the evening. (SB)

1090 WBAL Logged at 0115 on 2/24 and 2/25. (GMT+RF)

1097 COPE Spain, 2/9 1730, 2/8 1809 1815, music 1809-1811, Spanish talks. (SB) (EBU lists EUP2 Sevilla 2 Kw., and EUP46 Albecete 2 Kw. on hero-FV)

1100 HJAT Barranquilla, Colombia, 2/10 2334, what happened to HJCN, another Radio Reloj? (SB) (Dunno-FV) / (SB)

1103 YNQ Managua, Nicaragua, 2/23 1915, easily logged after 0000. / (SB)

1106 APN Stuttgart, West Germany, 2/9 1716-1750. (SB)

EFJ56 Malaga, Spain, 3/3 1900-1906 in Spanish on SS on at this time. (SB)

1115 RAI 2/9 1700-1735, singing 1743-1745, music 1727-1730, news 1709-1713, talks in Italian by man 1716-1719. 2/19 at 1733. (SB)

1120 YVMF Maracate, Venezuela, logged most nights from 1930 on, usually under KMOX. (SB)

1124 EAJ15 Barcelona, Spain, 3/2 1806-1900. (SB) / (SB)

1125 **** Who is SS here nightly around 2300, Sounds like Costa Rica. (SB)

1130 WNEW New York, fair but some QSB. (RP)

1133 **** Spanish speaker from 1715-1830, 3/2 EAJ28? or are they on 1142? (SB) (1133 would be Eaj7 Madrid, 20 Kw. EAJ28 is on 1142-FV)
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1140 C3I Sydney, same program as CB4. (RP)
1142 JORB Kyoto, Japan, logged with La music 0500-0520 thru WRV. for report. (RP)

1142. ---- Spain, 3/2 1823-1830 good signal. (SB) (En)28-FV)
1144 4VAB 2/19 0000, 2/22 1957, uses French and Latin Music. (SB)
1160 CMEQ "La Voz de Inoa", note correct call in this one, call heard before 0100 s/off, heard with new popular program "Radio Singulo de Popular", or something similar. CMEQ call heard before but no heed given. CMEQ in Spanish is pronounced "Say-Emmy-Beh-Koo" nowhere near CMEQ (Say-Emmy-Beh-Emme).
To CMS, please write me, and we'll discuss this one. INRA means something to the effect of "International Arbitration Association". Power is 25 Kw from 1010 Kcs, (CaT)

1175 YSCB San Salvador, 2/19 at 2356. (SB)
1180 ---- Radio Globo, Rio de Janeiro, still audible here. (RP)
1184 HRWW Tegucigalpa, Honduras, now here from 1185 or 1188. (SB)
1185 HBJB Santa Marta, Colombia, 2/18 1959, this is a move from 1140 or 1170. (SB)

1187 ---- Spanish speaker heard here at 1805 nightly. Who? Spain or Casablanca? (SB) (Duno, all low-powered-FV)
1196 VQ. Munich, West Germany, news nightly 1700-1715. Logged nightly with English programs and news 1700-1300. (SB)

1200 YV-- 2/7 1930-1937, ID 1932 as "La Voz de ----". What Venezuelan is this? (SE)

1205 RTF Bordeaux, France, 2/10 1655, 2/11 0005, 2/10 2356, 2/10 0016, also heard s/off 1701, Logged every am and s/off. (SB)

1210 TGED Isabel, Guatemala, 2/10 2205-2215, ID 2210, Latin music and some classical music. 2/24 2308, 2/23 2259, 2/25 2132, 2/10 2359, 2/19 2307. (SB)

1210 WCJU Good signal 2/1 and 2/3. (RP) Also 2/24 and 2/26. (RP)
1214 J00R Osaka, Japan, report 0420-0435 3/5, also up to 9-9 peaks 3/12 with rock and roll both mornings, must be 100 Kw, (PT)

1214 BBC 2/9 1701-1900, 2/6 1750-1900, 2/10 0155, 2/22 1733, 2/25 1758, carries classical music but R&R is noted at times. (SB)

1223 EFE. Madrid, Spain, 2/20 1747-1800, 2/25 1758. (SB)

1230 JOTB Matsue, Japan, to move here from 1330. (PT)

1235 ZEM1 Hamilton, Forman, logged nightly from 1700 all night. (SB)

1240 ---- "Radio Asdian", Ivery Coast, operates on this frequency with English 1415-1430. (WRW)

1260 WEZE Good signal 2/2 and 2/3, (RP)

1268. EJ19 Oviedo, Spain, 2/26 3/8, 1759-1800, seemed to s/off 1800.

1270 LS11 La Plata, Argentina, apparently my 4A mystery of 2/9, top of SM lead me to this ID as I'm quite certain "Provincia Buenos Aires" is heard on tape of this. Trnk to DXN once again. (RH)

1280 ---- "Radio Tupi", Rio, only Brazilian audible during period from 2/23 to 2/27. (RP)

1286 ---- Prague, Czechoslovakia, 2/8 1622, 2/10 1722, 2/6 1850, 2/9 1728, 2/11 0055, 2/20 1755. (SB)

1304 COPE In Spanish 2/25 at 1800. (SB) (EFJ16 or EFE2)

1330 JOSF Nagoya, Japan, to move here from 1490. (PT)

1344 ---- Kuwait, first time I managed to log this one cchecked with SW outlet on 60 Mtrs. Ramadan session. (RP)

1349 RTF France, 2/24 0006, 2/25 0107. (SB)

1376 RTF Lille, France, 2/8 1658, 2/9 1700, 2/10 0113, 2/10 2354, 2/7 0006-0215, 2/10 1723, logged with good signals every night and morning. (SB)
1394... Graz, Austria, logged on 3/12 between 2325 and 2400 with 3-4/6 signals, for new station. After 2400 some QRM from UNID station, probably European judging from other fracas in this part of the band. On 3/13 a SS here at 2300, too weak to ID. (BD)(Tripoli most powerful in European area.)

CSBBO angra, Azores, "Radio Clube de Angra", 2/25 1720, 2/26 1734 in Portuguese. (SB)(Maybe this is yours, too, BD)

1403 RTF France, 2/10 2353, 2/11 0004-0150, 2/9 1659, 2/25 0106-0210, 2/24 0034. (SB)

1412... Spanish speaker on 1560-1905 on Saturday on 2/10, EMJ43? (SB) (EMJ25 Gandia or EMJ6 Jaen listed here-FV)

1435 PJ.5 Netherlands Antilles, 2/6 1902-1937, music 1902, 1929, English singing 1930-1935, English ID 1927, ID 1930 chimes, mostly in Dutch. Most nights around 1800. (SB)

1439... "Radio Luxembourg", 2/10 0037, 2/10 1754, 2/8 1724, 2/9 1844, 2/11 0055, very strong at evenings. (SB)

1457 BBC Clevendon, England, 2/6 1751, 2/10 1707-1845. (SB) Also good signal most evenings, sometimes stronger than 1214 and 1616. (SB)

1466 JAM2 Monte Carlo, Monaco, 2/9 1656, 2/10 0017, 2/11 0004-0215, 2/7 1658, 2/10 1700-1845, 2/8 1656, most evenings easy. (SB)

1484 R.I. Italy, in Italian, talks by a man on 0054-0055 on 3/4, QR from French, probably Poitiers. (SB)

1490 JOSF Nagoya, Japan, to move to 1330. (FT)

1492 Toulouze III, France, fair signal around 0050 on 3/13 or perhaps it was Marseille III, but definitely France. Paris Inter (France I), another station took over at 0100, a European, but not sure who; possibly another French, maybe Bayonne. (BD)

1505 TIRU Liborics, Costa Rica, 2/18 2305-2411. (SB)

1511 EAJ17 In Spanish from 1715-1731 on 2/27. (SB)
1520 JOPB Shizuoka, Japan, to move here from 1230. (PT)
1530 JOUB Akita, Japan, to move to 1590 Kcs. (PT)
1532 HJFC Bogota, Colombia, fair strength, distorted 0558-0610 3/5 for report. Anyone definitely ID this one? (PT)
HJOL Bogota, Colombia, 2/7 1905-1920, ID 1905 "La Voz de Solene" music 1913-1918, 1906-1912. (SB) (Obviously we don't have it settled yet-FV)
1546 ..... Soclow, East Germany, 1/30 in German from 1727-1733. (SB)
1550 PEN Wakkani, Japan, to move here from 1590. (PT) / (SB)
1554 RTF Nice, France, strong all AMs and some evening around 1715.
1560 WRSJ Bayamon, Puerto Rico, s/on 3/10 at 0432 best local heard yet. (RHM)
1562 ..... "Radio Veronica" heard with pop music and Dutch commercials s/off at 1900, GMT (RP)
1570 ..... Flensburg, West Germany, finally logged on 3/3 with the North German Regional Program (Same as 1586). Good signal and new station. (BD)
1586 ..... Oldenburg, West Germany, at better than S-8 on the AM of 3/15 after WEEZ s/off at 2400. As clear as a local. (BD)
1590 FEN Nagoya, Japan, to move to 1490 Kcs. (PT)
1590 FEN Wakkani, Japan, to move to 1550. (PT)
1578 Mystery here first heard Sunday AM 3/11 between 0100-0200 using French. Music, with man and woman alternating speaking. Steady volume, S-5-7. Could be a French African, French station, or a Haitian, although the only French speakers listed anywhere are in France. (BD)

REPORTERS
ED-Ben Dangerfield, 202 Governors Drive, Sprouls Estates, Chester, Penna.
SB-San Barto, 3 Glenwood Avenue, Naugatuck, Connecticut.
PT-Peter Taylor, 2340 Pacific Avenue, San Francisco 15, California.
RHM-Roy H. Millar, P. O. Box 778, Bellevue, Washington.
RP-Roy Patrick, 8 Sidney Street, Derby, England.
CAT-C. Alan Taylor, 2529 East Ninth Street, Indianapolis I, Indiana.

GENERAL

Very interesting group of reports and you can see that seven good reporters can fill a lot of space with good reports. I have been very pleased with the number and quality of reports. I think it might be wise to repeat that I would appreciate your reports on one side of the page only, and please double-space if you type and skip a line between items if you write long-hand. Most have been very good, but just a few have come in that have been hard to handle. For the rest of the season we will run all of the material from members no matter how many pages it takes. Material to be copied from other publications will be used only if we fall below four pages, otherwise it will be held over or not used at all. The important material is that which you members send in, and it will always be used.

Best of 73s.